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CONVENTION CONCERNING THE EXCHANGE 
* OF OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 

AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS 
BETWEEN STATES

The General Conference oft the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, meeting in Paris from 
4 November to 5 December 1958, at its tenth session,

Convinced that development of the international exchange 
of publications is essential to the free exchange of ideas 
and knowledge among the peoples of the world,

Considering the importance accorded to the international 
exchange of publications by the Constitution of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Being aware of the provisions for the exchange of official 
publications and government documents for the Internatio
nal Exchange of Official Documents, Scientific and Literary 
Publications and in the Convention for the Immediate 
Exchange of Official Journals, Public Parliamentary Annals 
and Documents, concluded in Brussels on 15 March 1886 
and in various regional agreements for the exchange of 
publications. I

Recognizing the need for a new international convention 
concerning the exchange of official publications and 
government documents between States,

Having before it proposals concerning the exchange of official 
publications and government documents between States 
constituting item 15.4.1 on the agenda of the session,

Having decided, at its ninth session, that these proposals 
should be made the subject of international regulation by 
way of an international convention,

Adopts, this third day of December 1958, the present Con
vention.

ARTICLE 1
Exchange of Official Publications and Government Documents

The Contracting States express their willingness to 
exchange their official publications and government docu
ments, on a reciprocal basis, in accordance with the 
provisions of the present Convention.

ARTICLE 2
Definition of Official Publications and Government Documents

1. For the purpose of the present Convention, the following 
are considered official publications and. government 
documents when they are executed by the order and at 
the expense of any national governmental authority: 
parliamentary documents, reports and journals and other 
legislative papers; administrative publications and reports 
from central, federal and regional governmental bodies; 
national bibliographies, State handbooks, bodies of law, 
decisions of the Courts of Justice; and other publications 
as may be agreed.

2. However, in the application of the present Convention, 
the Contracting States shall be free to determine the 
official publications and government documents which 
shall constitute exchange material.

3. The present Convention does not apply to confidential 
documents, circulars and other items which have not been 
made public.

ARTICLE 3 
Bilateral Agreements

The Contracting States, whenever they deem it appropriate, 
shall enter into bilateral agreements for the purpose of 
implementing the present Convention and regulating 
matters of common concern arising out of its application.

ARTICLE 4
National Exchange Authorities 

•
1. In each Contracting State, the national exchange service 

or, where no such service exists, the central authority or
. authorities designated for the purpose, shall carry out the 

functions of exchange.

2. The exchange authorities shall be responsible within each 
Contracting State for the implementation of the present 
Convention and of bilateral agreements as referred to in 
Article 3, whenever appropriate. Each Contracting State 
shall give its national exchange service or the central 
exchange authorities the powers required to obtain the 
material to be exchanged and sufficient financial means 
to carry out the functions of exchange.

ARTICLE 5
List and Number of Publications for Exchange

The list and number of official publications and government 
documents for exchange shall be agreed between the 
exchange authorities of the Contracting States. This list 
and the number of official publications set forth in the 
Convention for exchange may be modified by arrange
ments between' such authorities.

ARTICLE 6
Method of Transmission

Transmissions may be made directly to exchange authorities 
or to recipients named by them. The method of listing 
consignments may be agreed between exchange authorities.

ARTICLE 7 
Transport Charges

Unless otherwise agreed, the exchange authority which 
undertakes the transmission shall bear the cost thereof 
as far as destination, but for transport by sea, the cost 
of packing and carriage shall be paid only as far as the 
customs office of the port of arrival.

ARTICLE 8
Rates and Conditions of Transport

The Contracting States shall take all the necessary measures 
to ensure that the exchange authorities benefit from the 
most favourable existing rates and transport conditions, 
whatever the means of transport chosen: post, road, rail, 
inland or sea transport, airmail or air cargo.


